
EUNOMIA 

by H. J. Erasmus (University of South Africa, Pretoria) * 

A. Andrewes maintains that the word euVOJl.{a 'at all times refers primarily to 
the behaviour of the citizens, and not directly to any sort of constitution.' He 
continues, saying that 'the two, or perhaps three, late instances which might be 
used to the contrary certainly do not justify the employment of the term as a 
name for the Spartan constitution or the laws of Lycurgus .. .' 1 In the opinion of 
J. L. Myres euVOJl.Za is derived from vifJ.elV ' and in the course of time 'one 
feature of euvoJl.fa after another was embodied in a formal VOJl.ar;' 2

• W. den 
Boer maintains that this evolution was completed by Herodotus' time, 'and this 
justifies our employing the expression, as a name for the Spartan constitution 
or for Lycurgus' laws' a. 

It is the object of this article briefly to trace the derivation and the develop
ment of the meaning of euVOJl.fa from its earliest appearance in Homer through 
writers of the sixth, fifth and fourth centuries down to Diodorus and Plutarch 4 • 

Andrewes believes that euvofJ.[a is not 'a new combination of eii and VOJl.Or; 
but the noun of evVOJl.Dr; and euvafJ.OVJl.al, meaning discipline and good order; 
a condition of the state in which the citizens obey the law, not a condition of 

• This article presents some results of a thesis Etmomia, Rhetra and related Problems 
in early Spartan constittttional History, accepted by the University of the O.F.S. for the 
degree of M.A. in 1960. 

1 C.Q. XXXII, 1938, p. 91. 
2 C.R. LXI, 1947, pp. 80-82. 
3 Laconian Stttdies, Amsterdam 1954, p. 26 n. 2. 
4 The early personification of Eunomia, and her elevation into the ranks of the minor 

deities, is noted by Andrewes, o.l. p. 89. Already in Hesiod, Theog. 900f. she appears as 
one of the three Horai, the daughters of Zeus and Themis. Themis, whose name probably 
means 'steadfast', from root -Be- (O.C.D. p. 891), stands for law, order and justice 
and, as Andrewes puts it, 'she is the mother of the social order and of the organized life 
of the community' (o.l. p. 89) . Hesiod was the first to give the Horai individual names, 
and these names stand for ethical and political concepts, viz. Eunornia, Dike and Eirene. 
Andrewes correctly points out that these three, as well as Thernis, 'are concerned with the 
individual as the member of a community rather than as a person in himself' (o .l. p. 89). 

That Eunomia was essentially a social virtue is also shown by Bacchylides XII, 186-
189, where he says that Eirene (without which there can be no community life) is 
achieved by the practice of Eunomia. In XIV, 53-56 Bacchylides refers to the close 
association between Eunomia and Dike - Dike the personification of Justice, the basis 
of community life (Hesiod Works and Days 222f.), who rewards good (Aesch. Ag. 775), 
and punishes evil, as such being connected with the Erinyes (Aesch. Choeph. 946ff.; Bum. 
551; Soph. Trach. 808). Through her close association with Dike, Eunornia became an 
expression and a symbol of the life of the polis. For Eunomia personified also cf. Pindar 
Ol. IX, 15-16; Ol. XIII, 6ff.; Demosthenes XXV, 11; T. Bergk Lyrica Adespota, 140, 6. 

A genealogy different from that given by Hesiod comes from Sparta. In one of his 
poems Aleman invokes Tyche as the sister of Eunomia and Peitho and the daughter of 
Prometheia (Diehl Anthologia Lyrica Graeca, vol. II, fr. 44). This genealogy has been 
investigated by several scholars, viz. U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff Hermes LXIV, 
1928, p. 487; A. Andrewes, o.l. p. 89 n. 2; ]. L. Myres, o.l. p. 81; V. Ehrenberg Aspects 
of the Ancient World, Oxford 1946, pp. 77ff. The context in which the fragment occurs, 
Plut. Moralia 318a, throws no light on the meaning of Eunomia here, and Ehrenberg, 
o.l. p. 77 admits that 'its explanation is difficult, and no interpretation can be guaranteed 
correct'. 
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state in which the laws are good' 5• V. Ehrenberg maintains that e!JVOJ.l.[a is 
'based on' the adjective ei5vof.i.Ot:;, the origin of which 'does not seem any more 
definite than that of the noun' 6• He does, however, prefer the derivation from 
the root VOJ.l.Oc;. J. L. Myres has advocated the derivation from the verbal stem 
-Vef.J.-, to distribute among or assign to recipients 7• 

The word evvof.i.[a first appears in the eighth century in Homer, Od. XVII, 
487 8 . Antinous struck the beggar Odysseus with his footstool, an act so rash 
that even the other suitors did not approve, and one of the young men censures 
Antinous, saying that the beggar may perhaps be a god, for the gods 

enun:pwrpwaz n6J.17ac;, 
iiv()pdJnwv i5fipzv -re Kai eVVOJ.l.i1'JV erpopwv-rec;. 

Now if we were to derive evvof.i.[a from VOJ.l.Oc;, the problem would arise that 
6 J.l.Oc; is not used by Homer except that Zenodotus reads it in Od. I, 3: noA.A.wv 

€)' iiv{)pdJnwv r&v iia-rea Jcai v6ov (VOJ.l.OV) eyvw. Aristarchus denied that 
Homer used the word VOJ.l.oc; and read v6ov in this line. Most commentators, 
rightly I think, accept Aristarchus' reading 9 . 

With Myres I believe that evvof.i.[a is derived from the verbal stem -Vef.l.
and that in the above passage from the Odyssey the verbal significance of the 
word is still prominent, the meaning of the passage being that the gods wander 
amongst men to see whether each man is given his due: to deny the beggar his 
due is hybris, to give him his share is emwmia 1 0

• 

Myres maintains that evvof.J.ia is one of those words which 'have retained 
their primitive, and especially their verbal, sense, much later than is commonly 

5 o.l. p. 89, cf. p . 91. 
6 o.l. p. 74. What exactly does Ehrenberg mean by 'based on'? In any case, according 

to L.S.]. evVOJ.Lia appears before ei5VOJ.LOt;, which appears first in Pindar Isth . V (IV), 22; 
Ol. I, 37; Nem. IX, 29. 

7 o.l. pp. 80-82. 
8 According to Miss H . L. Lorimer Homer a11d the Mom~ments, London 1950, pp. 

452ff., the Iliad and the Odyssey were both composed not before 750 B.C. but probably 
before 700 B.C. Miss Lorimer's dates are all the more acceptable if we take into considera
tion the fact that such long poems as the Iliad and the Odyssey in their complete form 
could hardly have been preserved, or even have come into existence, without the aid of 
some form of writing. The Greeks adopted the Phoenician alphabet in about the ninth 
century (cf. W. F. Albright The A rchaeology of Palestine, Penguin 1956, p . 195; also 
Lorimer, o.l. p. 526 and n. 2 on pp. 526-527) and, although there is no positive evidence, 
the existence of writing in Greece during the so-called Dark Ages cannot be completely 
ruled out (cf. S. Davis, 'Writing and the Epic' in Acta Classica, vol. I, 1958, pp. 139ff.). 
By 750-700 B.C. the art of writing must have been reasonably well-known, as is attested 
by the thirty-one potsherds excavated on Mt. Hymettos at Athens, belonging to c. 700 B.C., 
on which the Greek alphabet is represented in its mature form (cf. Lorimer, o.l. p. 129 
n. 2) . 

9 Cf. M. van der Valk Textttal Criticism of the Odyssey, Leiden 1949, p. 97. The 
reading v6ov is to be preferred because: (a) it makes very good sense in this passage and 
is closely paralelled in VI, 120-121; (b) VOJ.LOt; does not occur elsewhere in Homer and 
though this cannot be regarded as conclusive evidence against the use of the word here, 
yet if it is taken into consideration along with the fact that the terms OiJ.Lit; ('custom, 
usage') and BiJ.Lturer; ('precedents of law', i.e. principles of judgement laid down by 
successive judges) are commonly used in Homer, it is quite probable that the use of the 
more abstract term VOJ.LOt; is out of place in this passage. Most editors of the Odyssey 
accept the reading v6ov. Foe a contrary view cf. A. Kiessling and U. von Wilamowitz
Moellendorff, Phil. Unte1'S., 7. Heft, Homerische Untermchungen, Berlin 1884, p. 20. 

1o Cf. ]. L. Myres, o.l. p. 81. 
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:supposed' 11. However, a number of questions now arise, viz. when was the 
verbal significance lost to the Greek mind, what meaning did the word then 
.develop, and how did this development take place? 

In an early sixth century fragment of Solon the effects of Eunomia and 
Dysnomia are contrasted 12

• Solon describes Eunomia in the following terms: 
.she makes everything SVKOaJla (on ra SVKOUJlOV amongst the Spartans cf. the 
speech of Archidamus in Thuc. I, 84, 3) and aprza, i.e. exactly fitted; she often 
casts the unjust into chains; she smoothes harshness (savageness), checks 
insolence, destroys wantonness; she puts a stop to seditious actions and ends 
the bitter anger of grievous quarrels - in fact lfarl c)' iJn' avrfjc;jnavra Kar 
avfJpdJnovc; apua Kai mvvra (vss. 38-39). 

Solon was appointed archon to terminate the civil strife at Athens, and though 
this fragment was written before his archonship (594/3) 13

, it is clear that in 
this poem he described the ideal conditions of state which he later attempted to 
establish. In this fragment the characteristics of a community enjoying eunomia 
are for the first time definitely described. 

There is as yet no reference to a constimtion, but the question arises whether 
in Solon's time eunomia was not associated in some way with VOJlOc; (meaning 
'law'). Ehrenberg denies this 1 \ but there is a passage in Solon, written after the 
passing of his laws, which seems to support such a conclusion, viz. Diehl fr. 24, 
vss.15-20: 

raiira Jlev 1eparsz 
VOJlOV [Jii]V rs Kai JbCIJV avvapJl6aac; 
lfpsl;,a Kai JTfjAfJOV dJc; V'ltBUXOJliJV. 
esaJlovc; J' OJloiwc; rtjJ KaKtjJ rs KayafJtjJ 
sVfJsiav sic; eKaarov apJlOaac; JiKI]V 
lfypalfla. 

Ehrenberg 15 prefers the reading OJlOV in vs. 16 (Berlin papyrus; Aristides; 
Plutarch, Solon, 15) while Myres 16 accepts VOJlOV, the reading of the London 
papyrus. In the second edition of his Anthologia Diehl prefers OJlOV to VOJlOV 
which he accepted in his first edition. With Myres the present writer accepts 
VOJlOV as the correct reading, the objections to OJlOfo being that there is an 
excessive accumulation of conjunctive ideas; rs 1eai and avv- express the idea 
sufficiently, OJlOV not only being redundant, but also making Kparsz obscure. 
VOJlOV makes better sense and makes 1eparsz clear: Solon reconciled fJiiJ and 
J[KIJ by introducing a new power, the power of Law. v6Jloc; is generic, m 
vs. 18 where Solon refers to specific laws he uses the term fJsaJlo[ 17

. 

11 Ibid. p. 80. 
12 E. Diehl, Anthologia Lyrica Graeca, vol. I, 2nd. ed., fr. 3, vss. 26-38. 
13 The problem whether Solon legislated as archon in 594/3, or carried his laws 

at a later date when he was given special powers as oza).J.aKnlr; Kai 8eaJjo8b:l/r; (cf. C. 
Hignett A history of the Athenian Constitution, Oxford 1958, App. III, pp. 316ff.) does 
not affect our argument. The important point for the present discussion is that fr. 3 was 
written before his legislation, and fr. 24 (which is discussed below) after his legislation. 
For the chronological order of the Solonian fragments cf. R.E. 2. Reihe, 3. Band, 
952-953. 

14 o.l. p . 84, cf. p. 75. 
15 Ibid. pp. 82-84. 
16 o.l. p. 81. 
17 Cf. F. Jacoby Atthis, Oxford 1949, p. 309 n. 64. 
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Ehrenberg objects that v6t-toc; in the time of Solon 'could only have had the 
meaning of custom, tradition, ancient order, not that of law' 18

. This I believe 
is doubtful. There were lawgivers in Greece and the Greek colonies before 
Solon, for instance Draco of Athens (621 B.C.) and Zaleukos of locri 19

. The 
codes of these early lawgivers had important results, 'the very fact that the laws 
were revealed to the knowledge of all and sanctioned by the city marked an 
epoch in the history of justice . . . No longer were there themistes emerging from 
a shadowy tradition and distorted by treacherous memories or venal con
sciences; but in their place was the nomos, publicly promulgated, specifying 
exactly the division of rights and duties and, though it too was regarded as 
sacred, variable according to the exigiences of common welfare' 20

• It is only 
reasonable to expect that the momentous changes brought about by the law
givers should be reflected in the language of the people. Furthermore, it is 
possible that after Draco's codification and as a result of the fact that his laws 
were submitted to writing, the word v6t-toc; could have acquired the meaning 
'(written) law' as opposed to '(unwritten) customs'. 

In fr. 3 Solon points out that as a result of injustice (vss. 7, 11, 14) the city 
had come to a condition of KaiCfJ c:5ovA.oa6v1J, and in vs. 31 he summarizes the 
evils of the city. Then he proceeds to paint the ideal conditions etmomia will 
bring about (vss. 32-39), the conditions which he later attempted to establish. 
The fragment implies no relationship between eunomia and nomos = 'law'; it 
emphasises the idea that eunomia makes everything aprza, an idea which is 
closely related to that contained in ei.1 + wif-lW, viz. right and just distribution. 

In fr. 24, written after his legislation, he shows how he has solved the prob
lems sketched in fr. 3: he has freed the land (vss. 5-6), brought those sold as 
slaves back to their fatherland (vss. 8-9), and set slaves free (vss. 13-15). In 
vss. 15-20 (quoted above) he summarizes his achievement and mentions the 
method by which he has healed the ills of the city. lines 18-20 echo the idea 
in fr. 3 (vss. 32 and 39) that ettnomia makes everything aprza. The fragment 
suggests a relationship between svvot-tfa and v6t-toc; on the following grounds: 
(a) the ideal condition of eunomia, sketched in fr. 3, was brought about only 
by the intervention of law; (b) the problems which were solved by the laws of 
Solon (fr. 24) are precisely those which he sketched in fr. 3 as manifestations of 
dymomia, which he regards as the opposite of eunomia; (c) despite the fact that 
Solon uses Bsat-toi when referring to particular laws, he uses the generic v6t-toc; 
in fr. 24, vs. 16 to designate the power by which he reconciled P£11 and c:5iKIJ. 

From the preceding argument follows the conclusion that, although Solon does 
not use the word BVVOt-tia in fr. 24, after his legislation the word probably im
plied a code of good laws as a prerequisite for the existence of a condition of 
eunomia. However, the old verbal significance derived from Vif-lelV was not 
lost, as is illustrated by fr. 24, vss. 18-20. Vss. 15-20 of fr. 24 and the relation
ship between fragments 3 and 24, make it clear that in Solon's opinion a 

18 o.l. p. 83. 
19 Cf. G. Glotz The Greek City and its Instittttions, London 1929, pp. 105-106. 

Some ancient authorities regard Charondas of Catana as a contemporary of Zaleukos, but 
modern scholars usually date him in the sixth century, cf. R.E. III, 2181 and O.C.D. 
p. 185. 

20 G. Glotz, o.l. pp. 106-107; also cf. pp. 135-137. 
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condition of equitable distribution could, and was in fact, brought about only 
by bringing in a new force, the force of (written) law. In other words, in Solon 
eunomia still means 'right distribution', but whereas it previously meant 'right 
distribution by custom', it could now mean 'right distribution by law' 21

• 

The first fifth century examples are provided by Herodotus, viz. in I, 65-66; 
I, 97, 2 and II, 124, 1. 

In I, 65, the well-known passage on Sparta, Herodotus states that formerly 
the Spartans 1<.alWVOf1ClJ7:aroz ~aav axeoov nav-rcov 'E).J..Ijvcov but that they 
fl.er:iPaJ..ov oe ih& er; f.VVOfl.iYJV. Then, after quoting the oracle delivered to Ly
curgus at Delphi, Herodotus gives the two traditions as to the origin of 
Lycurgus' reforms, some people saying that he received from the Pythia -rov vvv 
Ka-rearewm KOO"fl.OV Inapnljrnar, the Spartans themselves saying that his 
reforms were inspired by the institutions of Crete. On his return to Sparta, 
Lycurgus fi.Briar7Jae -ra VOfi.Zfi.a nav-ra Kai eqn5Aa.;e mvra fl.i! napapaivezv . 
fJ.f.TU oe -ra er; 1t0Af.fJ.OV exov-ra, SVCOfi.Oriar; Kai -rpl1]1<.cir5ar; Kai avaai-rza, np6r; re 
-rovroza rove; erp6povr; Kai yipovmr; lfar7Jae AvKovpyor;. oi5rco fl.BV fJ.f.TafiaMv-rar:; 
evvof1.1j07Jaav .... 

Andrewes concludes that fi.erefiaJ..ov Oe iJJOe er:; f.VVOfi.[YJV means 'they decided 
to lead better lives. There is here no word of the constitution, though it is clear 
that there was an important change of some kind' 22

• 

Herodotus says that the Spartans fJ.BrifiaJ..ov oe ih& er; ei'JVOfl.iYJV, ih& mean
ing 'in the following manner', and after describing the activities of Lycurgus, 
he summarizes oi5rco fl.BV fJ.emPaMvrer; ei'Jvof1.1j07Jaav which resumes fi.BrefiaJ..ov 
oe ih& er; f.VVOfl.iYJV, oi5rco referring to what precedes. The description of Ly
curgus activities which occurs between these two phrases contains the following 
significant statements: 

(a) rov vvv Ka-rea-rewm KOO"fl.OV. What is the meaning of KOO"fi.Or;? Surely it 
does not merely refer to the social ( avaaf-rza ) and military ( ra er:; n6Aefi.OV 
exovm ) reforms, but also a constitutional reform which is specifically implied 
in the words rove; erp6povr; Kai yipovrar:; lfarYJO"f.. The word here embraces 
all the Spartan institutions including the constitution 23

. 

(b) J1.eriar7Jae -ra v6fl.Zfl.a nav-ra. These words also imply that the activities 
of Lycurgus affected all Spartan institutions, including the constitution. 

(c) rove; erp6povr; Kai yipov-rar; lfar1]ae. Whether this statement is histor-

21 Another sixth century example is in Xenophanes (Diehl, fr. 2, esp. vs. 19) . The 
author denounces athletic achievements as of social value and states that it does not con
tribute to the etmomia of the city. Etmomia is merely mentioned as a quality of the polis, 
and the passage throws no light on the meaning of the passage as such. 

The plural of evvop.ia is found in the Homeric Hymn to Mother Earth, XXX, llf.: 
av-r:oi {/ evvop.iyaz n6.:i.zv Ka-r:a KaUzyvvazKa KO!paviova', iJ.:i.por; &e no.:i.ur; Kai n.:l.oii-r:or; oniJOei. 
The use of the plural may be the consequence of epic style or for metrical reasons. Eh
renberg maintains that eunomia is here the equivalent of Ka.:i.oi v6p.oz (o.l. p. 81); 
Andrewes finds the passage 'obscure' (o.l. p. 90 n.l). I find the passage completely non
committal as to the meaning of etmomia and, in fact, it may be used to suit almost any 
interpretation of the meaning of the word. It is, however, interesting to note that eunomia 
is closely associated with the material welfare of the state, as the phrase ii.:I.Por; &e no.:l.vr; Kai 
n.:l.oii-r:or; oniJOei indicates. 

22 o.l. p. 93. 
23 For K6ap.or; in the sense of government, form of government and constitution cf. 

L.S.]. s.v. !KDCJ/lOr; I, 4. 
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ically correct or not, the important point is that Herodotus ascribes a definite 
constitutional reform to Lycurgus as part of his reform programme which 
brought about the eunomia of the Spartans. 

Clearly, the eunomia of the Spartans was not merely the result of a decision 
to lead better lives and to obey the laws. In his attempt to establish eunomia, 
Lycurgus further ensured obedience to his laws - Kai eqn5A.ac;e ravra fl.~ 
napaftaivBlv. To the mind of Herodotus, then, the eunomia of the Spartans 
was the result of an all-embracing reform ( VOfl.lJl.a navra ), including a con
stitutional reform, and obedience to the new laws 24

. 

In I, 97, 1 Herodotus describes the situation which drove the Medes to 
choose a king: eo6a17c; cbv apnayi'jc; IWZ aVOJl.f'lc; erz noA.A.cp Jl.ilAAOV ava rae; 
KWJl.ac; ij np6rspov ~v. Their remedy for the ills of their state was: qJipe 
anjaWJl.eV ~fl.BOJV avrwv PaazA.ta· Kai oi5rw if re XWP'I eVVOJl.ftasraz Kai avroi 
npoc; epya rpelf!Ofl.eBa oMe vn' avofi.i'lc; avaararoz ea6f1.s0a. 

It is correct to maintain that the king was chosen to enforce order 25
, but that 

is only part of the truth. Herodotus uses the term avofi.[a to describe their con
dition prior to the election of a king. avofi.[a may mean either 'lawless' or 'that 
there is no system or rule of assignment at all; all men seize what they can' 26 

(cf. apnayfjc; ). Now, Deiokes was elected king to put an end to apnayft and 
avofi.[a , tO introduce a system of just assignment, i.e. to enact laws (the implica
tion being that the laws are good), and to enforce obedience to his laws. In 
short, he was to restore 01·der in a state beset by chaos. The association of 
eunomia with the idea of law and order had become so prominent that the 
verbal significance, though perhaps vaguely retained at the back of the Greek 
mind, receded completely into the background. It is important to note that the 
ettnomia of the Medes was established only as the result of a constitutional 
change. As in the Homeric Hymn to Mother Earth, ettnomia is closely associated 
with the material prosperity of the state, for in a condition of eunomia poe; 
epya rpelfiOJl.eBa. 

In II, 124, 1 Herodotus states Jl.BXPl Jl.BV vvv 'PaJl.l{flVirov PaazMoc; elvaz ev 
Aly6nrcp naaav eVVOJl.i'IV eA.syov Kai eVBeVB8lV Aiyvnrov Jl.eyaA.wc;, Jl.eTa oe 
rovrov paazA.e6aavra UqJeOJV Xiona ec; nfiaav KaKOT1"/Ta eA.aaaz. Very 
little indication is given as to the meaning of eunomia in this passage, and the 
use of KaiCOT17c; to indicate the opposite is of little help. One negative fact may 
be deduced with certainty: there is here no reference to the constitution. The 

2 4 Andrewes' interpretation of the meaning of etmomia in Her. I, 65-66 forces him 
to advance a new interpretation of the passage as a whole. He maintains that Herodotus 
has falsely combined two sets of facts in the passage, 'there is the change from TWKOVop.ai 
to evvop.ia, a change which was effected about 600 B.C. and has not necessarily any 
bearing on the constitution whatever, and there is the system of Lycurgus, a system of 
which the Spartan constitution was a part, whose institution was placed, rightly or wrongly, 
at a very early stage in the history of Dorian Sparta' (o .l. p. 93). This theory has been 
refuted by W. den Boer Laconian Stttdies, pp. 25ff. An excellent study of this passage by 
N . G. L. Hammond appears in ].H .S. LXX, 1950, pp. 53f. Other discussions are by H. T. 
Wade-Gery C.A .H. vol. III, p. 562; W . W . How and J. Wells A Commentary on Hero
dotus, Oxford 1928, vol. I, pp. 87ff.; A. W . Gomme A Historical Commentary on 
Thttcydides, Oxford 1945, vol. I, p. 128; K. M. T. Chrimes Ancient Sparta, Manchester 
1949, pp. 329ff. 

2 5 A. Andrewes, o.l. p. 89. 
26 J. L. Myres, o.l. p. 81. 
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word may retain its verbal significance and mean something like 'perfect distri
bution of rights and duties' or 'perfect distribution of Justice' 27

• On the other 
hand it may have some reference to laws and mean 'good administration of the 
laws' 28

, or 'good order by law', a meaning which is probable in view of the 
meaning of eunomia in the other two Herodotean passages. 

The next fifth century appearance of eunomia is in Thuc. I, 18, 1 20
• The 

historian states that after the Dorian conquest, Lacedaemon remained un
settled (araauiaaaa) for a long time; then he adds lipox; be na.:l.arrcirov TCai 
IJVVOf.J.Ij()IJ JCai alei a:rvpcivvevw~ rjv, and that by the end of the Peloponne
sian War, Sparta has preserved the same form of government ( -rfl av-rfl 
no.:l.z-rdq. xpwvraz) for more than four hundred years. The verb evvopovpaz 
here designates a condition of state opposite to that expressed in (J7:aazciaaaa, 
and that this condition was established by a constitutional change, is shown by 
the following sentence in which it is stated that Sparta has preserved the same 
form of government for over four hundred years. This sentence is introduced by 
yap as an explanation of the fact that Sparta TCai IJVVOJ.1.1}81J TCai a-rvpcivvev-ro~ rjv. 
Hence in Thucydides eunomia signifies a condition of state opposite to 
stasis, a condition of good order which, as the historian clearly implies, is 
established by the constitution, i.e. 'good order by law'. From the contrast with 
araazciaaaa it may be inferred that for Thucydides eunomia also implied 
obedience to the laws: in a condition of stasis the citizens do not obey the laws 
of the state, but they consult only the interests of their own faction or their own 
personal interests. Aristotle says (Nic. Eth. 1167ae 34) that stasis occurs lirav .. 
eTCci-repo~ eav-rov ( iipxezv) {Jo6.:l.1Jral. 

It follows that Herodotus marks a transition period in the development of 
the meaning of eunomia. The verbal significance recedes into the background 
and the condition of good order remlting from just distribution (by law) be
comes more prominent, and the association with the idea of laws is more 
definite. In at least two passages, I, 65-66 and I, 97, eunomia is the result of a 
constitutional change. The word now appears to acquire the meaning 'good 
order by law', but it definitely does not yet mean 'good laws'. The original verbal 
significance may be stronger in II, 124 but the meaning 'good order by law', 
which is suggested by I, 65 and I, 97, also suits II, 124. In Thuc. I, 18, 1 eunomia 

27 Cf. H. F. Cary's translation of Herodotus, Bohn's Classical Library, London 1885, 
p . 144: 'Now, they told me, that to the reign of Rhampsinitus there was a perfect distribu
tion of justice.' 

28 Ch. M. van Deventer and ] . W. van Rooijen apparently take it as such, as they 
translate 'heerschte er . .. een geed bestuur'. (Herodotus, Muzen, vol. I, Zutphen 1924, 
p. 184). 

20 On the basis of his interpretation of the meaning of etmomia, Andrewes has ad
vanced a new interpretation of the meaning of this passage. He maintains that alei 
arvpavvwro~ '>]v is a distinct clause embodying a separate idea, and that the succeed
ing clause €1:17 yap earl ICT,t qualifies this only, and not the remoter BIC n:aA.azra<ov 
nvvoplj817 as well. Just as in the case of Her. I, 65 he here also reads two sets of facts 
into the passage: 'Thus Thucydides dates the Spartan constitution to the ninth century ... 
but the end of the tJ'l'aaz~, the change to evvopia, is not dated, except by the words 
ilK n:aA.az<amv and the presumption that it comes within the four hundred years.' This 
interpretation has been opposed by A. W . Gomme, o.l. pp. 130-131, and by N. G. L. 
Hammond, o.l. p. 54 n. 59. W. den Boer, o.l. p. 83 n. 1 is in agreement with Gemme and 
Hammond. 
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is also associated with a constitutional change and the contrast with stasis 
suggests that the word here means 'good order by law'. In Thuc. there is little, 
if any, implication of the original verbal significance of the word. In both Her. I, 
65-66 and in Thuc. I, 18, 1 the idea of 'obedience to the laws' is also implied 
in the meaning of eunomia. N. G. L. Hammond has further pointed out that 
both Herodotus (I, 66) and Thucydides (I, 18, 1) use BVVOJ-lOVJ-lal in the aorist 
tense in the same context, and taking into consideration the fact that both the 
verb and especially the aorist tense are comparatively rare, he suggests that 'it 
looks like a technical term in relation to the reform at Sparta' 30

• It is an attrac
tive suggestion, but if we accept it, it must be stressed that it is a technical term 
designating the proverbial Good Order of Sparta which, according to Herodotus 
and Thucydides, resulted from the Lycurgean reforms - it is not yet a technical 
term designating the Spartan constitution as such 31

• 

In the late fifth and early fourth centuries, a period of political controversy, 
each author annexed eunomia as the peculiar attribute of the particular con
stitutional form he favoured. The oligarch's view is stated by Ps.-Xenophon, 
Ath. Pol. I, 8-9, who maintains that ei J' BVVOJ-l[av (rrrsfr;;, npwm f-lBV O!ffel 
-r:our;; &c;zw7:(hovr;; av-r:ofr;; mur;; VOJ-lOVr;; nlJivmr;;· lfnelTa KOAaaovmv oi xvrw-r:oi 
-r:our;; nov1Jpovr;; . . . • Eunomia is here mentioned only as the ideal con-
dition of state and the passage does not allow any inference as to the meaning 
of the word. The passage emphasises the kind of people who are to make and 
enforce the laws; that these laws are of a certain kind and that they are to be 
obeyed, is only implied. 

Aeschines, in Timarch. 5, gives the democrat's view. After contrasting auto
cracy, oligarchy and democracy, and pointing out that democracies are ruled 
according to established laws, but that autocracies and oligarchies are ad
ministered according to the tempers of their lords, he proceeds ev-r:svlJsv yap 
iaxvae7:8, OTaV 8VVOJ-lfjalJe Kai f-lrt Ka7:aAVIJalJe vno 7:WV napaVOJ-lOVV7:WV Kai 
aaeA.ywr;; fJwvv-r:wv. 

Andrewes 32 takes eVVOf-lf/alJs as meaning obedience to the laws, being direct
ly opposed to napavof-LOVV-r:wv. I would rather take Ka[ as copulative and not 
as adversative, Aeschines' meaning being that the state will be strong when it 

30 o.l. p. 55; also cf. p. 55 n. 60. 
31 Andrewes, o.l. p. 90 n. 3 quotes Collitz G.D.I. 5075 line 35 as another fifth 

century example of the use of eunomia and concludes that the officials mentioned in the 
inscription were 'responsible for the keeping of the laws and not for the laws themselves'. 
In G.D.l. the line is restored as follows: brz6vrrov oi rcpeiyzaroz II oi erci rar;] evvop.ia[ r; oi 
e}Karipq epevviovrer; Kai ev0p.i({ ovrer; ... } 

But G.D.l. assigns the inscription to the first century B.C. (so Ehrenberg, o.l. p. 93). 
It also appears that eunomia is here used in a meaning peculiar to Crete. S.A. Xanthoudides 
Revue des etttdes Grecqttes, 1912, p. 51, concludes orz Evvop.ia elvaz o ar5.:i).oyor; rwv 
KOO"/laJV Kai 01:! KariJ. TOV Oer5repOV rc.X. alwva elxev ercucparljael viJ. Ka).ijraz oiirro 
TO avvit5pzov TWV rcpwrrov apxovrrov rwv KpqrzKWV TCOAeaJV. ]. Oehler further points 
out that 'die von Boeckh mit den vop.oqJr5AaKer; verglichen rcpeiyzaroz ere' evvop.iar; 
Latos 5075, denen Caillemer gewisse polizeiliche Funktionen zuweist, hat Xanthudidis 
richtig als Vorsitzende des Kosmenkollegiums erklart' (R.E. IX, 1819; also cf. 1497). 
Both because of the comparative lateness of the inscription, and because of the fact that 
eunomia is here used in a technical sense peculiar to Crete, where it probably underwent 
an independent development, the use of the word in Crete is not vital to the present 
argument. 

32 o.l. p. 90 n. 5. 
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enjoys good laws (i.e. a democratic constitution) and when there are no revolu
tionary elements trying to upset the constitution. In his comparison of autocracy, 
oligarchy and democracy, Aeschines makes it clear that revolutionary elements 
are more likely to be found in the first two than in the latter, for in the latter the 
person of the citizen and the state are protected by law, arid there is equality. 
dJVOJlfjaOe, therefore, here emphasises both the constitution, and obedience to 
the laws. That it refers to the constitution may be inferred from the context 
(where it means a democratic constitution); that it also refers to obedience to 
the laws may be inferred from Kai fl~ Ka-raAVrJa8e uno TWV napaVOJlOVVTWV Kai 
aaf.Aywt;; /]lOVVTWV, for where there are napaVOJlOVVTet;;, i.e. where the laws are 
not obeyed, there can be no eunomia 33

• 

Demosthenes, XXIV, 139-140, describes the Locrians as unwilling to change 
their laws and calls Locris a n6Azt;; elJVOJlOVJliVYf. Here the reference is to the 
constitution or laws, but again the emphasis is equally on the obedience of the 
Locrians to the old laws: Kai yap roi Kazvout;; JlBV ov TOAJ1Waz nOivaz, raft;; 
miAaz KelfliVOlt;; alcpzfJwt;; XPWVTal. In contrast, at Athens the laws are readily 
changed and obedience is demanded to unjust laws (XXIV, 142). 

Arist. Pol. 1294a, 3-7, gives a neat definition of the meaning of eunomia, 
a definition which shows remarkable resemblance to the lines quoted above in 
n. 33 in translation from Aeschines. Aristotle is stating his reasons why he 
regards aristocracy as the best form of government and concludes: 'it seems an 
impossibility for a city not governed by aristocracy but by the base to have well
ordered government ( evvoJ1efa8az ), and similarly for a city that has not a well
ordered government to be governed aristocratically' 34

• He then proceeds to give 
his definition of eunomia: OVK earl 08 eVVOfl[a TO eiJ Kefa8az rout; VOJlOVt;;, /1~ 
nei8ea8az t5i. t5zo 11iav JlBV evvof1£av vnoAYfn-riov elvaz -ro neieeaeaz -roit;; Kelflivoz~ 
v6f10lt;;, 8-ripav t58 -ro KaAwt;; Kefa8az olt;; Bflflivovazv. !fan yap nefOeaeaz Kai 
KaKwt;; Kelflivozt;;. 

Andrewes maintains that Aristotle 'is quite clear that a good constitution or 
good laws are not in themselves evvof1[a. Plainly the primary sense of the 
word is to him obedience to the law. No doubt Aristotle goes further in dis
tinction than is normal, and the reason why he has to distinguish is that in his 
day the word did carry an added implication that the laws obeyed were good, or 
of a particular political complexion' 35

• But when Aristotle says that one aspect 
of eunomia is -ro KaAwt;; Kefa8az rout; VOJ10Vt;; olt;; Bflflivovazv, he does not 
merely go 'further in distinction than is normal' but he regards it as an integral 
part of the meaning of eunomia. I consider that the first sentence, ovK !fan 
t58 evvof1[a TO eil Tceraeaz rout;; VOJ10Vt;;, forms a close unity with the phrase 
which follows, 11~ ne£8ea8az t5i. N. G. L. Hammond 30 is therefore correct 

33 The lines following immediately upon those quoted in the text also indicate that 
the emphasis is on the constitution and on obedience to the laws: 'And it behoves us, I 
think, not only when we are enacting laws, to consider always how the laws that we make 
may be good and advantageous to the democracy, but when once we have enacted them, it 
especially behoves us, if all is to be well with the state, to obey the laws we have enacted 
and punish those who do not obey them' (C. D. Adam's translation, The Speeches of 
Aeschines, Loeb Classical Library). 

34 Rackham's translation quoted by N. G. L. Hammond, o.l. p. 55 n. 60. 
35 o.l. p. 91. 
30 o.l. p. 55 n. 60. 
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in his assumption that 'the noun 8VVOJ1ia properly comprises both ideas, that 
of well-ordered government and that of orderliness in the citizens; either 
idea without the other is an incorrect usage of the word, whether it be to disobey 
good laws or to obey bad laws.' Andrewes' theory that 'the primary sense of the 
word is to him obedience to the law' is further disproved by the last phrase of 
the definition, ecrr:z yap nef()w()az Kai KaKwc; K8ZJ1ivozc; - Aristotle's reasons 
for adding this phrase being: since he regards aristocracy as the best form of 
government and the only form of government conducive to eunomia, he 
emphasises the fact that eunomia can only be attained by enacting good laws 
(i.e. by an aristocracy) and by the obedience of the citizens to these laws. In a 
state where bad laws have been enacted (e.g. by a democracy) and where these 
bad laws are obeyed, there can be no eunomia 37

• 

Andrewes 38 mentions another Aristotelean passage which merits closer in
vestigation. In Pol. 1326a, 25ff. Aristotle says it is difficult, if not impossible, for 
a state with a large population 8VVOJ18faBaz . All states reputed to be well
governed ( noJ..l7:8V8a()az KaJ..wc;) do not have large populations. He then proves 
his point by the evidence of theory: 0 r8 yap VOJ10c; rac;zc; ric; san, Kai 
rijv 8VVOJ1[av avayKafov 8vrac;iav elvaz. 0 r8 Aiav Vn8pf36.J..J..wv apz()Jloc; OV 
bvvamz J18riX8lV rac;8wc;. The association of 8VVOJ18l(J()az with 1COAZ7:8V8a()az 
and of 8VVOJ1[a with rac;zc; and VOJlOc;' proves that to Aristotle eunomia 
definitely referred to laws, the implication being that the laws are good - cf. 
8urac;iav. 

The double significance of the word in Aristotle is also illustrated in the 
De Mottt Animalittm 703a, 30ff., where it is said that the constitution of an 
animal must resemble the n6J..zc; 8VVOJ10VfliVYf the qualities of which are: 

(a) as soon as political order has been established ( omv anac; avarfj " 
rac;zc;), i.e. as soon as a good constitution has been established, there is no 
need for rulers with special powers; 

(b) once order has been achieved, there is obedience in the citizens- aJ..J..' 
aurae; ffKaaroc; 1COZ8l ra avrov we; r8raKraz. 

(c) everything goes its peaceful and normal way year after year - Kai 
yfyV8Tal ro& p.8ra ra& £5za ro e()oc; 39

. 

At this stage we may briefly summarize the conclusions based on the evidence 
of the late fifth (Ps.-Xenophon) and fourth centuries. In this period eunomia 
came to be regarded as the peculiar attribute of specific constitutional forms 
and hence the word came to refer to good laws or to a definite constitution as 

37 That Aristotle associates eunomia with laws and well-ordered government, and that 
to him the sense of the word is not primarily obedience to the laws, is clearly illustrated 
in his Rhetoric 1354a, 15ff. In this passage Aristotle says that previously the art of 
rhetoric was chiefly aimed at arousing prejudice, compassion or anger; and therefore, in 
certain states where speaking outside the subject was forbidden, this kind of rhetoric has 
no place. He concludes wen' ei nepi miuw;; >)v oar;; Kpiuezr;; Tm86.nep ev eviau; ye vvv i!u<i 
<wv n6A.ewv 1cai J.!aA.zuw wir;; evvof.!OUJ.!ivazr;;, oMev iiv dxov iJ 1:1 Uywmv. He then pro
ceeds saying that some men think that the theory of the laws (wvr;; VOf.!our;;) should 
forbid speaking outside the subject, and others apply this principle in practice, 
Ka86.nep TCai ev 'Apw'jj naytp. Cf. Rhetoric 1404a, lff. where he says that a case should 
be fought on the facts alone and though everything else is superfluous, style is never
theless important Oza <iJv wv rucpoa1:ov J.!OX817piav. 

38 o.l. p. 91 n. 3. 
39 In Pol. 1327a, 12 and 15 the reference is also to laws. 
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such. Already in Herodotus and Thucydides we have found that 'obedience to 
the laws' is implied in the meaning of eunomia. In Ps.-Xenophon we still find 
'obedience to the laws' implicitly contained in the meaning of eunomia; but in 
the foutth centuty, in Aeschines, Demosthenes and Aristotle, we find that 
'obedience to the laws' is explicitly contained in the meaning of the word. In the 
foutth centuty, therefore, the meaning of etmomia explicitly comprises two 
aspects, well-ordered government (good laws) as well as orderliness in the 
citizens. 

Two later examples of the use of eunomia, with specific reference to Sparta, 
come from Diodorus and from Plutarch. 

Diodorus VII, fr. 12 added the following two lines to the oracle given in 
Herodotus I, 65, 3: 

ifKelr; <5' BVVOJliav <5l(1jpsvor;· avrap eywye 
&iJaw rijv OVlC i'J)) .. rt emxBovirt n611.zr; e~Bl. 

Now if we take into consideration the fact that svvopovpaz in Herodotus 
and Thucydides appears to have some technical reference to the reform at 
Sparta, and that in the late fifth and foutth centuties eunomia and svvopovpal 
acquired the meaning of good laws and were often used with reference to 
particular constitutional forms, it seems highly probable that Diodorus here 
employs the term as a name for the Spartan constitution 4 0

. 

Plutarch, LJ'C. V, says that before the Lycutgean reforms the Spartan people 
behaved insolently towards the kings, their insolence reaching such a pitch that 
even the kings longed for the retutn of Lycutgus (V, 1-2). Lycutgus was 
convinced that these conditions could be changed only by a radical reform of the 
constitution (V, 2). He first proceeded to Delphi and retutned with the 'well
known' oracle, and Bvvopiar; be xpfl(ovrz <5z<56vaz TCai TCarazvsiv lfrprt rov Bsov 1j 
nollv 1Cpariarrt rwv all.llwv earal noll.trelWV. The singular 41 indicates that his 
request for a 'good constitution' had been granted; but eunomia does not here 
merely mean a 'good constitution', the whole context and tone of the passage 
suggests that it really means 'the Spartan constitution'. 

I would therefore conclude: In Homer the verbal significance of the word is 
still prominent and it means something like 'right distribution' or 'right appor
tionment'. In Solon fr. 3 the derivation from the verbal stem is maintained, 
but after the passing of his laws and the establishment of 'right distribution' at 
Athens by the intervention of law, the word probably acquired the meaning 
of 'right distribution by law'. In Herodotus the verbal significance of the word 
recedes into the background and the condition of good order resulting from 
'right distribution' becomes more prominent. When Herodotus and Thucydides 
use the term with reference to Sparta, they use it in the sense of 'good order by 
law' and it appears as if they both used the verb svvopovpaz as a kind of 

40 It is interesting to note that even as late as Diodorus (VII, fr. 12, 2) eunomia has not 
lost its double significance: Lycurgus asks the goddess what customs he should establish 
so that the Spartans might receive the greatest advantage, and her reply is eav rove; JlEV 
KaA.wc; fryeiaBez, rove; ~i; nezBapxeiv VOJlOBI7nian. It is clear from the context (and 
from VOJlaBtrnian ) that the emphasis is on good laws, but the idea of obedience to the 
laws is retained ( nezBapxeiv ) . 

41 That evVaJliac; is gen. singular with XP!},ovr:z , and not ace. plural with ~z~6vaz, 
is clearly suggested by the use of the singular in the qualifying phrase fJ 7COAV TCparfCJTI/ 
rwv aUwv l ar:az noA.zrezwv. 
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technical term designating the proverbial good order of Sparta. In the fourth 
century the association with law became increasingly prominent and the term 
was often employed to designate a specific kind of constitution. The moral 
aspect (obedience to the laws), implicitly contained in the meaning of the word 
in Herodotus, Thucydides and Ps.-Xenophon, is now placed on an equal basis 
with the good-laws aspect. When Diodorus and Plutarch used eunomia as the 
name of the Spartan constitution, they had Herodotus and Thucydides, and the 
writers of the fourth century, before them. Hence the use of eunomia as the 
name of the Spartan constitution is not necessarily a 'doubtful' practice 42

• 

42 Andrewes, o.l. p. 91. 
An interesting use of eunomia is found in a line of Aeschylus quoted by Strabo, 

300-301 (fr. 198): 
aU' fmraK/lt; ppw7:ijpst; SVVOflOl .EKvBaz. 

Andrewes points out that it is 'more than likely that Aeschylus referred to their pasmreland 
and not at all to their manners, but the interpretation later put upon his words is none 
the less important' (o.l. p. 89 n. 5). Strabo in his discussion of Eratosthenes' statement 
that the Scythians were a peaceful people, quotes this line to show that Eratosthenes is 
supported on this score by Aeschylus. He proceeds, saying that the Scythians were thought 
a simple people, little inclined to mischief, but that the Greek mode of life has introduced 
luxury and sensual pleasures which gave rise to the moral deterioration of the people. 
Etmomia here probably refers to the moral good order of the people. 

Evvofl[a or its derivatives also occur in the following passages which allow no in
ference as to the meaning of the word as such: Pindar Isth. IV, 22; Nem. IX, 29; Ol. I, 
37; Plato Leges 815b; Timaetts 20a, 2; Aristotle Pol. 1280b, 6; Nic. Eth. 1112b, 14. 
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